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Details of Visit:

Author: pucca
Location 2: Finchley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 10 Dec 2010 12.30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07407139031

The Premises:

clean small room in downstairs flat of converted house

The Lady:

small 5ft 2 ", petite, hungarian, average looking not ugly in the slightest. Slightly spotted, scar due to
hip surgery as was a talented gymnast

The Story:

lola was friendly and smiliar to indian lover's report liked to get you to wash your hands(A culturial
thing with some east europeans). Whilst i can see how previous report was slightly negative i feel i
must correct its implied account of lola being unapproachable. She basically is a safety girl, for
example reverse oral was only on clit. Will not do CIM(for her this is not safe) however will do OWO.
A bit toothy in that department.

As stated before lola is willing to do A levels which I enjoyed...

however due to her small frame ( a young school girl figure) i felt slightly restricted on how deep to
go or how hard. During doggy she was in pain and i told her she should have told me, had stomach
pains for 5 minutes.

Very strange ending as during doggy I felt she was really getting into it however i slipped out
inappropriately at which point she sucked her teeth in disappointment. Overall i felt it was VFM, hey
60.00 for an hour for such a pleasant women is cheap. Must say i liked her slight complaint or was it
pleading in hungarian.

Lola told me i was her first customer of the day hence the tightness.

All in all i would say she is basically a 'good girl' who likes to please. BTW her friend walked in on us
whilst doggying to look for some condoms, dont think they do threesomes :( Her friend was
attractive with a sexy body, slightly asian looking however is also hungarian. She will be leaving for
hungary around the 18th december but will be back in january. I will see her again :)

would suggest she is a type of girl who you need to speak to for the first 5 or so minutes. Has a
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boyfriend in hungary so may explain why you may not get a GFE. I find that a lot (over 6) of
hungarans i have had do not respond to reverse oral, is this a cultural thing? dont the men over
there like it :)
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